
Variable

ϕ 38°

Δ 1ft

γw 62.4pcf

γm 120pcf

γs 130pcf

γconcrete 150pcf

Hw 4ft

Hm 12ft

Hs 4ft

Hslab 5ft

Bw 15ft

am 10.9412ft bm 10.2353ft

as 10.2353ft bs 10ft

Bslab 30ft

awall 5ft bwall 4ft

Aw Hw Bw 60 ft
2



Am
1

2
Hm am bm  127.059 ft

2


As
1

2
Hs as bs  40.471 ft

2


Aslab Hslab Bslab 150 ft
2



Awall 76.5ft
2



Loads
k 1 sin ϕ( ) 0.384



Pw Δ γw
Hw
2

2
 499.2 lbf

Pm Δ k γm
Hm

2

2
 3.321 10

3
 lbf

Pb Δ k γs γw 
Hs
2

2
 207.85 lbf

Pws Δ γw
Hs
2

2
 499.2 lbf

Ps Δ γm Hm k Hs 2.214 10
3

 lbf

Ww Δ Aw γw 3.744 10
3

 lbf

Wm Δ Am γm 1.525 10
4

 lbf

Ws Δ As γs 5.261 10
3

 lbf

Wslab Δ Aslab γconcrete 2.25 10
4

 lbf

Wwall Δ Awall γconcrete 1.148 10
4

 lbf

Centroids - Distance to toe

Dslab Bslab
1

2
 15 ft

Dwall 15ft
awall

2
awall bwall bwall

2






3 awall bwall 
 17.259 ft

Dm Bslab

am
2

am bm bm
2







3 am bm 
 24.704 ft

Dw Bw
1

2
 7.5 ft

Ds Bslab

as
2

as bs bs
2







3 as bs 
 24.941 ft

Vw Hslab Hw
1

3
 6.333 ft



Vm Hslab Hs Hm
1

3
 13 ft

Vb Hslab Hs
1

3
 6.333 ft

Vws Hslab Hs
1

3
 6.333 ft

Vs Hs
1

2
 2 ft

Moments

Mw Pw Vw 3.162 10
3

 lbf ft

Mm Pm Vm 4.317 10
4

 lbf ft

Mb Pb Vb 1.316 10
3

 lbf ft

Mws Pws Vws 3.162 10
3

 lbf ft

Ms Ps Vs 4.428 10
3

 lbf ft

Mslab Wslab Dslab 3.375 10
5

 lbf ft

Mwall Wwall Dwall 1.98 10
5

 lbf ft

Mwv Ww Dw 2.808 10
4

 lbf ft

Mmv Wm Dm 3.767 10
5

 lbf ft

Msv Ws Ds 1.312 10
5

 lbf ft

Summations

Hβ Pm Pb Pws Ps Pw 5.742 10
3

 lbf

Vα

Mm Mb Mws Ms Mw Mslab Mwall Mwv Mmv Msv 
Bslab

3.409 10
4

 lbf
θ

Vβ Vα Ww Wm Ws Wslab Wwall 9.231 10
4

 lbf



friction angle? of both soils

depth into page

specific gravity of water

specific gravity of moist soil

specific gravity of saturated soil

specific gravity of reinforced concrete

thickness of the water level on inner face of retaining wall

thickness of the moist soil layer

thickness of the saturated soil layer

thickness of the concrete slab/foundation

width of water layer on inner face of retaining wall

top and bottom width of the moist soil layer

top and bottom width of the saturated soil layer

width of the concrete slab/foundation

top and bottom width of the concrete wall

area of the water layer on inner face of retaining wall

area of the moist soil layer

area of the saturated soil layer

area of the concrete slab/foundation

area of the concrete wall

friction coefficient



horizontal load from water on inner face of retaining wall

horizontal load from moist soil

horizontal load from buoyant soil in saturated soil

horizontal load from ground water in saturated soil

horizontal load from surcharge, moist on top of sat.

vertical load from water on inner face of retaining wall

vertical load from moist soil

vertical load from saturated soil

vertical load from concrete slab/foundaiton

vertical load from concrete wall

horizontal distance to toe from centroid of concrete slab/foundation

horizontal distance to toe from centroid of concrete wall

horizontal distance to toe from centroid of moist soil

horizontal distance to toe from centroid of water on inner face of retaining wall

horizontal distance to toe from centroid of saturated soil

vertical distance to toe from centroid of water on inner face of retaining wall



vertical distance to toe from centroid of moist soil

vertical distance to toe from centroid of buoyant soil

vertical distance to toe from centroid of ground water in saturated soil

vertical distance to toe from centroid of surcharge

moment of the horizontal load of water on the inner face of the retaining wall and of its vertical distance to the t

moment of the horizontal load of moist soil and of its vertical distance to the toe from its centroid

moment of the horizontal load of buoyant soil and of its vertical distance to the toe from its centroid

moment of the horizontal load of ground water in the saturated soil and of its vertical distance to the toe from its

moment of the horizontal load of surcharge and of its vertical distance to the toe from its centroid

moment of the vertical load of the concrete slab/foundaiton and of its horizontal distance to the toe from its cen

moment of the vertical load of the concrete wall and of its horizontal distance to the toe from its centroid

moment of the vertical load of the watter on the inner face of the retaining wall and of its horizontal distance to 

moment of the vertical load of the moist soil and of its horizontal distance to the toe from its centroid

moment of the vertical load of the saturated soil and of its horizontal distance to the toe from its centroid

algebraically solved equation for the magnitude required of a force to set the system's sum of horizontal loads 

algebraically solved equation for the magnitude required of a force to set the system's sum of moments equal 

algebraically solved equation for the magnitude required of a force to set the system's sum of vertical loads eq







toe from its centroid

s centroid

ntroid

the toe from its centroid

equal to 0

to 0

qual to 0








